Yale BagIt Community Profile v1.4
1. Profile Overview
A. Scope:
This profile describes a mechanism for packaging and transferring digital assets and
associated files for Yale’s Media Manager (MM) and Digital Preservation Service (DPS).
Business rules for these environments are documented in the Media Manager Service Guide
and Digital Preservation Service Guide, respectively.
B. Standards:
The ingest processes for the MM and DPS implement the BagIt File Packaging Format
maintained by the California Digital Library:
https://wiki.ucop.edu/display/Curation/BagIt
Please see the BagIt specification for more information:
http://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-kunze-bagit-06
C. Essential Concepts and Definitions (adapted from the specification):
i.
Bag: an Information Package, consisting of a set of files contained within the
structure defined by the BagIt specification; consists of a payload and tags
ii.
Payload: the data (digital asset and associated metadata) that is the custodial focus of
the bag; the payload directory (data/) is treated as a “black box”
iii.
Tag files: metadata files intended to facilitate and document the storage and transfer
of the bag, encompassing the files below with content as specified.
1. Bag Declaration (bagit.txt): version of BagIt specification and character
encoding used in tag files
2. Payload Manifest (manifest-<alg>.txt): checksum calculated on the payload
directory (data/) using the checksum algorithm <alg>
3. Tag Manifest (tagmanifest-<alg>.txt): checksum calculated on tag files using
the checksum algorithm <alg>
4. Bag Metadata (bag-info.txt): additional administrative or technical metadata
describing the bag
5. Fetch File (fetch.txt): file used for reasons of efficiency with so-called ‘holey’
bags to supply URLs from which assets can be fetched; used as an alternative
to encapsulating the payload in the bag
D. Implementation:
i.
Bags adhering to this profile have the directory structure below. Asterisks denote
optional files.
<bagName>/
bagit.txt
manifest-md5.txt
tagmanifest-md5.txt
bag-info.txt*
fetch.txt*
data/
<asset>*
<metadata>
ii.
The checksum algorithm used in the MM and DPS is MD5.
iii.
<asset> may be a file of any format.
iv.
<metadata> must be XML.
v.
The filenames of <asset> and <metadata> must match.
2. Media Management
A. Hot Folders:
i.
Hot folders are used to facilitate bag transfer.
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ii.
iii.

Each unit is assigned a directory within the hot folder directory.
The MM software periodically checks the hot folder directory for new bags. The
periodicity of checks is configurable.
iv.
If a stopingest file or directory is present when a hot folder is checked, no action is
taken.
v.
The hot folder directory structure is provided below. Asterisks denote optional files
or directories.
<hotFolderDirectory>/
<repositoryDirectory>/
<stopingest>*
in/
out/
error/
B. Bags: in/
i.
Bags are transferred to the in/ directory within each repository’s hot folder.
ii.
Each repository may use its own convention for naming bags. <bagName> must be
unique in the in/ directory during the period of ingest.
iii.
Payload Directory: data/
1. <metadata> must validate against a schema supplied by MM or, by prior
arrangement, a community standard (e.g., MODS).
iv.
Bag Metadata: bag-info.txt
1. Bag-info.txt may be used to supply additional metadata for MM when
<metadata> instantiates a community standard.
2. Metadata elements may have the following constraints on their occurrence:
Mandatory (M), Repeatable (R), or have a Controlled Vocabulary (CV).
3. Metadata elements are listed below, with the constraints on their occurrence:
a. repositoryCode (M, CV)
b. repositoryId (M)
c. damId
d. securityPolicies (R, CV)
e. action (M, CV)
f. model (M, CV)
g. classification
h. subclassification
i. preservationLevel (CV)
4. The controlled vocabulary for preservationLevel is as follows:
a. [blank]: no value supplied; treated as None
b. None: asset will be stored on Isilon
c. Tape: asset will be stored on Isilon and on tape
d. Preservation Level 1: Digital Preservation Service Level 1 will be
applied to asset
v.
Updates
1. Asset updates are implemented by sending a delete bag followed by an ingest
bag. However in the MM UI, assets can be versioned.
2. Metadata updates are implemented by sending a metadata only bag.
3. Priority of updates:
a. Blank values in <metadata> will overwrite existing values.
b. EXIF, XMP, and IPTC metadata embedded in <asset> mapped to the
same field in a MM metadata model as a metadata value supplied in
<metadata> takes priority over the value supplied in <metadata>.
C. Errors: error/
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i.

Bags may fail for any of the following reasons:
1. Checksums in tagmanifest-md5.txt do not match checksums for tag files.
2. Checksums in manifest-md5.txt do not match checksums for files in the
payload directory.
3. The bag does not conform to the BagIt specification.
4. <metadata> is not present.
5. The filenames of <metadata> and <asset> do not match.
6. <metadata> does not validate (e.g., field value exceeds length limit, field is
controlled and value is not accepted, invalid security policy, etc.).
7. File cannot be retrieved from URL provided in fetch.txt.
ii.
Errors are handled as follows:
1. The entire bag is moved to the error/ directory.
2. A file is created in the error/ directory with the filename <bagName>.err
containing the error condition and any other appropriate information about
the cause of failure.
3. Output is logged in the out/ directory.
4. Any partial changes made in the MM environment are rolled back.
D. Logging: out/
i.
All activity related to hot folder processing is written to an activity log in the out/
directory for the repository and to an SQL table.
ii.
The following information is logged:
1. Timestamp for start of ingest
2. Timestamp for completion of ingest
3. Status: success or fail
4. Activity: ingest, update, or delete
5. bagName
6. damId (if known)
7. Stack trace for errors
iii.
In addition to the log files, repository administrators from each unit have access to
the SQL table.
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